TÄYSKUITU ®

WHOLE FIBRE® partners in Finland
are reliable, local service providers, who
provide your Internet connection through
the best possible media.
Whole Fibre – all the way!

We have the right to

FULL BAND
FIBRE

PyhäKuitu is a subsidiary of Pyhäjokisuun Vesi Oy, which
is responsible for building fibre optic connections in the
Pyhäjoki area. PyhäKuitu uses reliable WHOLE FIBRE®
expertise to build and operate connections.
Follow us in Facebook!
www.pyhakuitu.fi

There are many types of Internet connections available in the market.
But there is only one WHOLE FIBRE®, and it has been implemented with
technology that works by far the best.
WHOLE FIBRE® is tailored to your needs, wherever you want to go online. With it you get the best customer service in Finland that will support
you and answer your questions - without any delay.

TÄYSKUITU ®
Reliable and uninterrupted telecommunication is an essential part of basic
infrastructure of modern society, to which we all have the right, regardless
our place of residence. Only fibre optic technology can guarantee this civil
right.

UNLIMITED SPEED
No other means of communication is faster. Fibre optic
technology transfers data at a high-speeds no other technology
can match. With fibre optic connection at your home, you can be
sure that you stay on data highway without speed limits.

RELIABILITY
The capacity of the fibre optic connection is not shared like
mobile connections are. Large number of simultaneous mobile
connection users will dramatically reduce the mobile connection
speed to a fraction of the promised. The underground fibre works
reliably and at full speed in all weather conditions.

FUTURE. NOW.
We all need fast and reliable Internet connection now so that we
are able to use all services available for us in the world. With fibre
optic technology you ensure access to services of the future. You
can rest assured that with today’s fibre optic technology you are
able to meet the Internet connection needs of tomorrow.

MONTHLY FEES
ASK HOW FAST YOU CAN GET
100/100 Mbps 		 39,90 €/mo WHOLE FIBRE® TO YOUR HOME
1000/1000 Mbps (incl. IPTV) 49,90 €/mo WHOLE FIBRE® Sales Customer Service
CONNECTION FEE 		

100 €

Maija-Liisa Nordström PyhäKuitu
050 414 0586
08 2370 6788
maija-liisa.nordstrom@ myynti@pyhakuitu.fi
netplaza.fi
Or place your order now at
https://tayskuitu.fi/pyhajoki

